The merging process in an Automated Highway System (AHS) is divided into a speed adjustment stage and a lane merging stage. Three important parameters, namely, acceptability, availability and pursuability, are analyzed to characterize the AHS lane gap features for the ideal, smooth and safe merging of the ramp vehicles. Three control guidance laws, namely, linear, optimal and parabolic speed profiles, are developed to describe the desired behaviors of the merging vehicle based on the merging quality and safety. The desired states of the merging vehicle are generated through the outer loop by specified control guidance law. The tracking errors compared with desired states are eliminated by the proper design of controllers in the inner loop. Both longitudinal and lateral controllers are designed using sliding mode control theory that can handle the nonlinear and model uncertainties of the vehicle dynamics. The simulation results show encouraging results.
INTRODUCTION
There has been good deal of research in the area of AHS recently, such as Compendium of Research Summaries (1 994). The merging control is an important AHS operation. Hence, its study and control design is very important. The subject of merging control under manual driving has been studied extensively by many traffic engineers in 1960s, Drew,(1968) , Drew, et. al. (1965) . Yang and Kurami (1993-a) proposed an automated merging system for potential application to ITS (Intelligent Transportation Systems). Yang & Kurami (1 993-b) also proposed another merging control system that guides and controls the longitudinal motion of the merging vehicle to reach the target gap at the merging point. Kachroo (1 993) applied the sliding mode control method to the vehicle longitudinal headway control. Hedrick, et. al. (1991) described a combined throttle/brake control algorithm designed to control vehicle space headway within a fully automated "platoon"
vehicles. Peng and Tomizuka (1993) The various factors which play important role in merging process are "gap availability", and "gap persuability". These are defined next. The ideal acceptable gap is defined as:
where, Glllin is the minimum ideal accepted gap, Tis the total delay of the merging control
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Q-78Q3-4269=0/97/~10.00 0 1998 IEEE system, Vg is the gap speed, and L the length of vehicle Gap availability measures the average number of gaps available per mile for a vehicle in the ramp to be accepted in the merging process. It is a function of the actual traffic volume, given a derived AHS capacity. It has been shown by Li (1996) that if the maximum number of vehicles in a platoon is 10 and the traffic volume is less than 80% of the desired AHS capacity, the available accepted gaps per mile is greater than 27. In the possible case that no gap is available, the merging vehicle may stop on the ramp, or vehicle platoons on the highway may split to generate an acceptable gap, or one of the platoon vehicles may change the lane.
Assuming that the current gap speed V, is constant over the merging process, the estimated time duration T of the gap is calculated by (2).
The limitation of using a constant gap velocity is countered by using a feedback mechanism to drive the errors caused by varying gap velocity to zero. Given an acceptable gap G at the time cl, the position x, with the speed V,, and a merging vehicle M at the point x, with the speed V,, G is said to be (smoothly) pursuable by M at c,, if there exists a trajectory x,(t) and corresponding speed profile V,(t) satisfying: Limitation Vmin<Vm(t) = im(t>lVmax ( 3 ) condition:
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CONTROL LAWS OF THE MERGING VEHICLE
We can design control laws in various ways. We show three different control laws in the following sections for comparative study. The linear speed control law in terms of the vehicle position, speed and acceleration is chosen as follows:
It is noteworthy that the speed error and the distance error are not independent. The relation between them is given by:
We can also use calculus of variation to design the control. See Fox (1997) , and Stengel (1994) for introductory material to calculus of variation techniques. We consider the vehicle merging control system as a class of simple isoperimetric problem:.
The acceleration noise a = The average acceleration The acceleration noise is defined as standard deviation of the accelerations. It reflects the smoothness of the vehicle travel and is a good measure of vehicle merging quality. Thus, it serves as the objective of the merging problem. By solving the problem, the optimal speed profile is parabolic curve. The acceleration of this optimal speed profile at t serves as the desired acceleration. It should be noted that the desired speed and position are just V , and D,. In summary, we get the optimal control guidance law as follows:
We define a parabolic speed curve L,, over [q), 
The Parabolic control lawis better tkin the other two control laws in describing the vehicle desired behavior because the smooth merging concept is extended by tracking the gap acceleration.
VEHICLE DYNAMIC MODELING
Basic assumptions for the vehicle and wheel dynamic modeling are: 1) The vehicle is assumed to have only three degrees of freedom namely in longitudinal, lateral, and yaw directions; 2) the effect of the road superelevation is neglected.
3) The vehicle has front wheel steering and four wheel driving. All wheels have the same dynamic and geometric properties and the two front wheels have the same steering angles. 4) The vehicle's steering angle and the wheel lateral slip angle are small. Using the assumptions just stated, the following vehicle dynamic model can be obtained by applying Newton's law and analysis of the various forces involved.
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where: M = vehicle mass, L = vehicle length, I, = vehicle inertia about C, 1, = wheel inertia about the wheel axle, 1, = distance from front wheel axle to C, 1, = distance from rear wheel axle to C, T,, = total brake torque, T, = total engine torque, G = gear ratio, g = acceleration due to gravity, 6 = steering angle, R,,, = wheel radius, I, = engine inertia, o = wheel angular velocity, k, = longitudinal air resistant coefficient, q = rolling resistance coefficient, $ = slope ratio of the road, p, = longitudinal adhesion coefficient , 
DESIGN OF THE VEHICLE CONTROLLERS
There are two feedback loops involved in the longitudinal control for the merging process. In the outer feedback loop, the desired behavior of merging vehicle is obtained by specifying control guidance law based on the objectives of the control system (see the section on control laws of the merging vehicle previously discussed). In the inner feedback loop, the final control inputs to the vehicle plant are generated through proper controller design. The objective of the controller design is to eliminate the state errors of the vehicle and to track the desired states of the vehicle. The control design methodology used for the longitudinal and lateral control for the inner loop is illustrated below.
The sliding mode control is a robust feedback control approach which can be used to tackle the parameter and modeling uncertainties of a class of nonlinear systems. The vehicle longitudinal dynamic model includes four state variables. We use the multiple sliding surface method in the controller design. The output generated by one sliding surface is transmitted to the next sliding surface sequentially as the desired state so that final desired control input is obtained. Four sliding variables and corresponding surface are defined consequently:
(39) (40) Using the sliding mode control design method, Kachroo and Tomizuka (1994) and (1996), we obtain the feedback inputs TC, and BC,.
The lateral dynamics are represented by two differential equations with two state variables V,, and R.. The front wheel steering angle 6 is the only control input to both dynamic equations. The lateral dynamics can be expressed in the following forms:
where, f,(:u), f,(x), b,, and b, are the corresponding transformed terms.
Combining two dynamic equations by adding one dynamic equation to the other with the positive weight 5, we define a new state variable Z= yp+ 5 cp which is the linear combination of y, and cp. Let f(x)=f,(x)+{ f,(x),and b= b,+ 5 b,, we obtain:
(43)
Defining sliding variable s(t) = Z + h Z , we obtain the lateral control law for 6 which holds the sliding (condition:
The sliding variable s(t) will be attracted to and remain on ithe surface (defined by s(t)=O) once it is on it. Finally, Z, z,and z will be exponentially convergent to their desired zero values. The original problem requires both yp and cp to reach zero. It is possible for the case when Z=O, y,#O, and cp#O. But we can show that both yp and cp will be attracted to zero along the straight line specified by Z=O. the cases with detailed explanation are given in P I . Fig. 2 shows actual vehicle velocity, gap velocity, and the desired velocity obtained from the outer loop. The figure shows that for various initial conditions the vehicle is able to track the gap velocity using the linear control law. The same is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 when optimal control and parabolic control laws are used. Note that, in Fig. 4 that the final actual velocity is tangent to the gap velocity, which implies that this law also tracks gap acceleration. In general, the simulation results show that the merging performance of the developed system is excellent for the various initial conditions. The merging vehicle has perfect performance in tracking the gap speed. However, only the parabolic control law has the perfect tracking in terms of acceleration. The control guidance laws are robust against the disturbance of the gap speed. The pursuability index is convergent to zero in the range of [-1, 13 for various initial conditions. The merging vehicle can tightly track the road curves of linear, parabolic, circle and sinusoid forms. These results verify that both the longitudinal controller design and the lateral controller design are robust.
CONCLUSION
The merging control system in an AHS scenario is developed first assuming some parameters to be constant and then feedback loops are designed to account for the variation of the actual system from those assumptions. The design is used to accomplish smooth, safe and optimal behavior of the system. Simulation results provide encouraging results.
